NEWS

Visit us in October at VISION in Stuttgart,
Germany

Products, lectures, ticket codes - all information about VISION now on the
IDS website
In the IDS anniversary year, we are particularly pleased to present our numerous new and further developments to you at VISION. True to the motto "Moving
Forward", we will be presenting the next development stage of the IDS NXT AI vision system, showing the possibilities of combining 10GigE and TFL mount
in the uEye Warp10 family and expanding the product portfolio with tiny board-level cameras. And that is by far not all...

VISION, the world's leading trade fair for machine vision, will take place this
year from 4 - 6 October. Use the code "IDSVISION2022" and visit us with a
free day ticket at booth 8C60. There you will discover, among other things,
exciting further developments regarding the hardware and software of IDS
NXT: we not only extend the machine learning methods with anomaly
detection, but also present an additional, significantly faster hardware
platform.

This year, we are also placing special focus on the online marketplace
visionpier. On it, users will find numerous image processing solutions, both
with classic image processing technology and with artificial intelligence.
They can easily choose the system that suits them and get in touch with the
suppliers. At the trade fair, we will present the possibilities and advantages
in detail.

You can find out what other highlights we are preparing for you on our trade
fair landing page. From demo systems to lectures, there is plenty for you to
enjoy - we look forward to your visit!
Click here to go to the IDS trade fair website
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